
ADMINISTRATION Arranges people 
and tasks in their proper places

APOSTLESHIP Initiates new things 
that make a difference

CRAFTSMANSHIP Creates/builds 
solutions to physical challenges

CREATIVE COMMUNICATION  
Helps people see/experience 
familiar things in fresh ways

DISCERNMENT Has an intuitive 
sensitivity to deception and motives

ENCOURAGEMENT 
Affirms the value and ability of others

EVANGELISM 
Passionate about helping others 
take their first steps of faith

FAITH  Believes for others who 
struggle to believe for themselves

GIVING  Leverages earthly resources 
to accelerate Kingdom vision

HELPS  Serves and supports 
with a “whatever it takes” attitude

HOSPITALITY  Creates environments 
that help people feel cared for

INTERCESSION  Has passion to give 
voice to prayers for and with others

KNOWLEDGE  
Finds clarity in the complex

LEADERSHIP  Influences people 
to move from here to there

MERCY  Empathetically connects 
with hurting hearts

PROPHESY  Boldly speaks the 
truth to others, at times sharing 
what God has next

SHEPHERD/PASTOR  
Caringly guides people in life change

TEACHING  Communicates principles 
in a way that catalyzes growth

WISDOM  Provides practical 
solutions to life situations
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